January 2007

Gaining Access for Measuring Cable Lengths

Electricians and contractors occasionally request access to OPPD transformers to take measurements prior to customer secondary installation. Effective January 1, 2007, OPPD will charge $200 for gaining access to OPPD equipment to measure cable lengths for the customer’s secondary. There are certain times where OPPD will have to de-energize and ground the transformer requiring a customer outage. A three day notice is required for scheduling purposes. Please contact your OPPD representative at the appropriate service center for coordination.

Papillion Center: 552-5330  Louisville Center: 552-5521
Elkhorn Center: 552-5830  Syracuse Center: 552-4030
Account Executives: 636-3511

BY-PASS LEVER

As a reminder, ALL commercial / irrigation meter sockets shall include a lever by-pass.